
THE NEWEST BERLIN TERMINAL -
BRANDENBURG AIRPORT - WAS TESTED

Berlin Brandenburg airport is the latest modern airport terminal
expected to receive many people entering the country. Initially,
Berlin used to have three major airports that included; Tegel,
Templehof and Schonefeld. However, the Tegel airport was closed
to pave way for the construction of a newer modern airport, which
is supposed to serve people of Berlin. All the other airports are
scheduled to direct all their planes to the New Berlin Brandenburg

airport in few months’ time.

According to news from Berlin, the construction of the airport is said to have been completed.
However, before the new site is opened for public, numbers of peoples were invited to take on
various roles to test if the airport works well. This has seen many get invited to play as passengers,
passport controller, airline's staff, and security guards. Such a real life test will assist the authorities
in identifying problems people will encounter, highlight the weakness of the facility and reveal how
efficient it will be in serving huge numbers of passangers.

Making a queue is something passengers will not avoid in the new Berlin Brandenburg airport.
There are various service points distributed within the structure and can prove difficult to people if
not directed where they can find services or help. Airline staff may be there to provide direction and
assistance but when the airport is crowded confusion is something passengers will not be able to
avoid. Before the first flight takes off from the new airport, the authorities responsibly are testing
everything to ensure people get a stress-free journey when it is opened.

The airport is also expected to make use of the latest technology in passenger flows processing.
Travelers who desire to make a trip to the country can expect effective and efficient services that
promise to help them enjoy their traveling experience. As the days rush towards the opening of the
airport, the entire local and international tourist will be treated to airport standards that match the
class of international airports in the world. Berlin Brandenburg airport is also expected to entertain
visitors wishing to shop various amenities.

Above all, Berlin Brandenburg airport offers the best in terms of security to ensure no bad elements
are allowed in the airport's vicinity. It will boast the latest technology in detecting metallic objects,
scanning bags with see-through cameras and hundreds of security personnel to ensure all your
security needs are perfectly taken care of. Surveillance cameras are also expected to be placed in
different points in the airport to monitor activities taking place in complex building. Berlin
Brandenburg airport promises to leave an unforgettable memory to your mind once you ply the
terminal when leaving or entering the country. As the minutes tick towards the opening of the
airport people can only expect it will function well in serving all its customers.
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